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The miniaturization of optical devices is a prerequisite for broadband data-processing technology to
compete with cutting-edge nanoelectronic circuits. For these future nano-optical circuits, controlling the
spatial and temporal evolution of surface plasmons, i.e., propagating optical near fields at metal-insulator
interfaces, is a key feature. Here, we design, optimize, and fabricate a nanoscale directional coupler with
one input and two output ports, a device that is an essential element of nano-optical circuits. The directional
coupler is based on a two-wire transmission line supporting two plasmonic eigenmodes that can be
selectively excited. By manipulating the input polarization of ultrashort pulses and pulse pairs and by
characterizing the light emitted from both output ports, we demonstrate open-loop ultrafast spatial and
spatiotemporal coherent control of plasmon propagation. Because of the intuitive and optimized design,
which exploits a controlled near-field interference mechanism, varying the linear input polarization is
enough to switch between both output ports of the nanoscale directional coupler. Since we exploit the
interference of a finite spectrum of eigenmodes, our experiments represent a very intuitive classical
analogue to quantum control in molecules.
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Propagating plasmonic modes supported by noble-metal
nanowires offer strong subwavelength electromagnetic
energy confinement [1–3] and allow the realization of
nanometer-scale circuits with well-defined built-in (pas-
sive) functionality [4,5] such as splitting or filtering [6].
Furthermore, (active) coherent control of femtosecond
optical energy localization in nanoscale random structures
and V shapes [7] as well as coherent control of plasmon
routing has been proposed [8,9]. Coherent control of
nonpropagating near fields was achieved experimentally
by using learning algorithms [10,11]. In all these schemes,
a far-field laser pulse—determined by its spectral ampli-
tude, phase, and polarization—excites a particular super-
position of near-field modes, which then evolve into a
desired state, e.g., a local field enhanced by orders of
magnitude [7]. It is customary in the literature [7–9] to call
such a scheme “coherent control.” Thus, we will also use
the term here even when there is no clear separation
between an external “source” for a propagating signal
and another field acting as a “control” on that signal. The

control can rather also be part of the source. First experi-
ments to manipulate propagating plasmons have been
performed by using networks of chemically grown silver
nanowires [12–17] or slotless gold nanostructures [18].
However, only recent advances in the understanding and
fabrication of plasmonic nanocircuits based on optical
antennas [19,20] and two-wire transmission lines [21,22]
have enabled the quantitative selective excitation of multi-
ple eigenmodes [23]. This possibility prepares the ground
for an experimental demonstration of coherent control of
plasmon propagation based on interference of at least two
well-defined modes, similar to concepts used in dielectric
waveguides [24].
Here, we report on plasmon routing by open-loop

coherent control in a plasmonic nanoscale directional
coupler, i.e., a nanocircuit with a single input port and
two output ports. We show that by careful design of a nano-
optical device it is possible to achieve efficient ultrafast
coherent control of highly confined propagating near fields
by using the simplest possible control field, i.e., linearly
polarized light, thereby avoiding the use of closed-loop
learning algorithms. In contrast to classical electronic
circuits, where a symmetric bifurcation inevitably causes
an equal splitting of any input current pulse towards the
two output ports, we induce a fundamentally different
behavior in the plasmonic nanoscale directional coupler by
exploiting the existence of multiple eigenmodes and
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coherence—both not accessible in classical electronics. We
therefore demonstrate the potential and importance of
optical coherent control in the design and operation of
plasmonic nanocircuitry.
Our nanoscale directional coupler is based on a two-wire

transmission line [21,22] that supports a symmetric [quasi-
TM, Fig. 1(a)] and an antisymmetric [quasi-TE, Fig. 1(b)]
eigenmode [23,25]. As shown recently [23], pure eigen-
modes can be excited with equal amplitude if an appro-
priate incoupling antenna [20] is attached to the two-wire
transmission line and is illuminated by a well-positioned
linearly polarized laser spot. For a focused laser beam
positioned on the center of the incoupling antenna, the
symmetric mode is excited if the polarization is parallel to
the transmission line, whereas the antisymmetric mode is
launched with perpendicular polarization. Consequently,
for any other polarization state, corresponding superposi-
tions of both eigenmodes are created. Because of different
effective wavelengths of the eigenmodes (λsymeff ¼ 517 nm
and λantisymeff ¼ 471 nm for 800-nm vacuum wavelength), a
beating pattern along the propagation direction is formed
whose phase, and thereby the position of field maxima and
minima, can be controlled by the polarization of the
incoming light. Figure 1(c) shows the S-like near-field
intensity distribution obtained for a þ45∘ linear polariza-
tion (see Supplemental Material for details of the numerical
calculations [26–28]). We note that alternatively the beating
pattern can be obtained by considering the two-wire
transmission line as two (strongly) coupled single-wire
waveguides supporting identical modes [29,30].
In order to realize a branching region for the two-wire

transmission line and achieve phase-sensitive directional
coupling, two additional wires are added on both sides of the
two-wire transmission line. These four wires then split up
adiabatically into a set of two uncoupled parallel two-wire
transmission lines supporting the same eigenmodes as the
input line. Figure 1(d) illustrates the principle of directional
coherent control in this coupler. We follow the evolution of
the beating pattern into the four-wire region. Forþ45∘ input
polarization, an intensity maximum appears at the lowest

wire after about 2300-nm propagation. We exploit this
observation and split the four wires at this point so that
the þ45∘ polarization results in propagation of light in one
branch only. The resulting simulated near-field intensity
distribution is displayed in Fig. 2(a). Indeed, the intensity is
successfully routed to the right branch and emitted from
output port A as shown in Fig. 2(b). Because of symmetry,
output port B lights up for an input polarization of −45∘
[Fig. 2(c)]. For 0° or 90° excitation, the plasmon splits up
equally into both branches (see Supplemental Material for
figures [26]). Beyond the branching region, the modal
composition of the propagating optical near field is domi-
nated by the antisymmetric mode that is localized in the gap
and, therefore, radiates to the far field at the point where the
gap is short cut [23]. The choice of the branching position as
well as the design of the antenna lead to simple rather than
complex [10,31] optical control fields.
The nanoscale directional coupler was fabricated

by focused ion-beam milling (FEI company, Helios
NanoLab) from a single-crystalline gold flake deposited
on a cover glass [32] [Fig. 2(d)]. Femtosecond laser pulses
and pulse pairs with mutual orthogonal polarization (x and y
polarized) and adjustable time delays were focused onto the
input port of the nanostructure by using a homebuilt inverted
confocal scanningmicroscope [33,34]. Themicroscopewas
also used to image the light emission from the two output
ports of the structure (see Supplemental Material for a
detailed description of the measurement scheme [26]).
To experimentally demonstrate single-pulse routing, we

mounted the nanostructure so that the symmetry axis
coincided with the diagonal of the coordinate system
spanned by the two orthogonal polarizations. In this
configuration, an x (y)-polarized pulse is expected to excite
the superposition of eigenmodes that leads to far-field
emission only at output port A (B) [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Simulated time-averaged near-field in-
tensity distributions. (a),(b) Modal profiles of an infinitely
long two-wire transmission line situated on a glass substrate.
(a) Symmetric and (b) antisymmetric eigenmode. “þ” and “−”
indicate the instantaneous charge distribution, and ⊗ and ↔ the
polarization required to launch the mode. (c) The beating pattern
produced by an equal-amplitude superposition of symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. The white arrow indicates the incoupling
polarization. The near fields are recorded in a plane 10 nm below
the glass-air interface and are normalized to the input intensity I0.
(d) A four-wire transmission line supports four eigenmodes
showing a beating pattern extending over all four wires.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Nanoscale directional coupler.
(a) Simulated steady-state near-field intensity distribution in a
plane 10 nm below the glass-air interface for excitation withþ45∘
input polarization (white arrow) demonstrating routing to the right
branch (output port A). The standing-wave pattern is due to
reflection at the termination. (b) The corresponding far-field
projection. (c) The far-field projection for−45∘ input polarization.
(d) A scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated coupler [32].
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Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show experimental time-integrated
intensity maps recorded at the output port region of the
nanoscale directional coupler. As predicted, only output
port A (B) emits light for the x (y)-polarized excitation. To
quantify the control performance, we define the spatial
contrast as

sc ¼ EðAÞ − EðBÞ
EðAÞ þ EðBÞ ; (1)

where the emitted energy E in each output port is
determined by the background-corrected integral in
1 × 1 μm2 regions indicated by the yellow squares in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). We obtain sc ¼ 0.79 and sc ¼
−0.88 for x- and y-polarized excitation pulses, respectively.
Even though in these experiments we use spectrally broad
ultrashort laser pulses, for which the beating wavelength
varies across the spectrum, these values are very close to
scsim ¼ �0.90 obtained from the simulations for the design
wavelength of 800 nm, indicating broadband operation of
the device.
We have, therefore, successfully implemented experi-

mental coherent control over plasmon propagation for a
system in which the light-matter interaction responsible for
the control is spatially separated from the decisive branch-
ing region, as first proposed by Sukharev and Seideman [8].
In coherent (nano-optical) control schemes, the local
electric field in the frequency domain E⃗localðr⃗;ωÞ ¼
Aðr⃗;ωÞE⃗extðωÞ depends on both the tensorial linear
response function of the (nano)system Aðr⃗;ωÞ and the
external field E⃗extðωÞ [9]. Usually, the response function is
fixed, and coherent control is exerted by manipulating the
properties of the excitation light, i.e., amplitude, phase, and
polarization. For example, in the prototype quantum con-
trol problem for chemical reactions [31], a complex electric
field E⃗extðtÞ is required that excites a particular wave
packet, which preferentially evolves from the initial state
into a selected final state. In our case, an appropriate
coherent control field leads to surface plasmon polariton
propagation to a selected output port. Therefore, our

experiment represents a very intuitive classical analogue
to quantum control. However, as opposed to the conven-
tional coherent control problem, here we do not seek the
optimal E⃗extðtÞ for a given system but rather design the
system responseAðr⃗;ωÞ so that a given simple control field
(varying linear polarization) leads to the desired result.
Thus, the simple pulse shape that leads to control is not a
sign of an incoherent control scheme, but it is rather a
desired feature.
We further note that, although the behavior appears to be

similar to that of a polarizing beam splitter, the physics of
plasmon routing is different. The polarizerlike behavior
occurs only due to the specific design of the incoupling
antenna as well as the length of the four-wire coupling
region. For example, by an appropriate choice of the four-
wire coupling region length, routing with right versus left
circularly polarized light could be easily obtained. By
additionally detuning the antenna and thereby the weight of
both eigenmodes, corresponding elliptical polarization
states would be required as input fields.
In the measurements described so far, the nanostructure

was excited by either a single x- or y-polarized pulse. If
pulses of both polarizations are incident with a fixed time
delay, both output ports emit light successively [Fig. 4(a)].
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FIG. 3 (color online). Single-pulse routing. (a),(b) Sketch:
Routing of plasmon pulses for x-polarized (a) and y-polarized
(b) excitation pulses. (c),(d) Spatial maps show the measured
time-integrated sample emission upon excitation with the
x-polarized (c) and y-polarized (d) pulse. Because of the
orientation of the directional coupler (white outline), the x (y)-
polarized pulse corresponds to þð−Þ45∘ polarization and causes
routing to output port A (B).
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FIG. 4 (color online). Coherent spatiotemporal control. (a) Two
orthogonally polarized excitation pulses are incident on the
nanostructure with a temporal delay leading to the emission of
separate pulses at each output port at different times. (b) Time-
integrated sample emission map showing light emission from
both output ports. (c) Reconstructed temporal envelopes of
emission in output port A (green solid line) and B (red dashed
line). (d) Reconstructed temporal envelope of the input field
showing two peaks. The time trace below 900 fs (black solid line)
represents the x-polarized pulse, whereas the part above 900 fs
(blue dashed line) is attributed to the y-polarized pulse. The
contribution above 900 fs was multiplied by a factor of 2.0 to
account for the polarization-dependent transfer function from the
sample plane to the detectors (i.e., the ratio of separately
measured integrated spectra). The x-polarized pulse was delayed
by 800 fs with respect to the reference pulse.
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Indeed, in the time-integrated spatial map of the emission
region shown in Fig. 4(b), both output ports of the nano-
structure light up. To resolve the temporal separation
between the two emitted pulses, we use spectral-
interference microscopy [34]. Figure 4(c) shows the recon-
structed temporal envelopes of the signals from both output
ports. The temporal signature corresponds to the scheme in
Fig. 4(a) and confirms that the light at the two output ports
is emitted successively as expected. Here, the y-polarized
pulse arrives later than the x-polarized pulse. This succes-
sion can be inferred from the temporal envelopes of the x-
and the y-polarized input pulses in Fig. 4(d). Because the
envelopes were measured by using the reflections from an
unstructured gold flake, the temporal separation of their
maxima (210 fs) indicates the starting time difference of the
plasmons launched by the respective pulses [33,34]. Since
the plasmons propagate with a certain group velocity [33],
the output signals in Fig. 4(c) both peak at a time τ ¼ 34 fs
after the maxima of the respective input pulses in Fig. 4(d).
Because of the symmetry of the nanoscale directional
coupler, the value of τ is the same for both output ports
and is, within its error and considering the fabrication
uncertainties, in good agreement with the simulated value
of τsim ¼ 30 fs.
To quantify the control performance, we define the

temporal contrast for a given output port as

tc ¼ Êðt1Þ − Êðt2Þ
Êðt1Þ þ Êðt2Þ

; (2)

where the energy ÊðtiÞ is the integral under the chosen
temporal envelope curve in the respective shaded areas in
Fig. 4(c). We obtain tc ¼ 0.94 for output port A and tc ¼
−0.86 for output port B. These values confirm the
successful implementation of spatiotemporal coherent con-
trol. We note that the temporal separation of the excitation
pulses can be adjusted at will so that almost arbitrary
temporal sequential routing of plasmon pulses is possible
with femtosecond resolution.
We now change the reference frame by reorienting the

structure so that the x polarization is parallel to its
symmetry axis. In this case, each far-field polarization
separately excites the corresponding pure eigenmode
(symmetric for the x polarization and antisymmetric for
the y polarization). As a result, each polarization causes
simultaneous emission at both output ports with equal
intensity. Thus, if the excitation pulses are well separated in
time, both output ports emit a corresponding pair of pulses
as sketched in Fig. 5(a). In the time-integrated map for a
pulse separation of Δt ¼ −107.8 fs shown in Fig. 5(b), this
cannot be distinguished from the case in Fig. 4(b), where
each output port emits a single pulse but at a different time.
The emitted intensity is approximately the same in both
output ports as confirmed by the spatial contrast curve in
Fig. 5(e), which has a value close to zero (sc ¼ −0.06) at

this separation of the pulses. Again, the energy E emitted at
each output port was determined by the background-
corrected integral in 1 × 1 μm2 regions as indicated with
the yellow squares in Figs. 5(b)–5(d). If, on the other hand,
both pulses are superimposed in time, the instantaneous
polarization of the excitation field varies as a function of the
time delay. By using such polarization-shaped laser pulses
[35–38], it is possible to control and visualize a coherent
process of alternating routing by scanning the temporal
overlap stepwise and recording the spatial map of time-
integrated sample emission for each step. As seen in
Fig. 5(e), the spatial contrast remains constant with
decreasing temporal separation of the excitation pulses
as long as both pulses are not superimposed in time.
However, as soon as temporal overlap occurs, the light
emission alternates between both output ports with increas-
ing spatial contrast. Near the perfect temporal overlap
[Fig. 5(f)], changing the time delay by Δt ¼ 1.3 fs,
corresponding to half of the optical-field oscillation cycle,
is enough to invert the spatial contrast from sc ≈þ1 to
sc ≈ −1, i.e., to switch the routed signal between both
output ports. This switching is illustrated in Figs. 5(c)
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FIG. 5 (color online). Alternating routing. (a) Reference frame
sketch: The x-polarized pulse is parallel to the symmetry axis of
the directional coupler. (b)–(d) Spatial maps of the measured
time-integrated sample emission are shown for the two excitation
pulses well separated in time (Δt ¼ −107.8 fs) and overlapping
with Δt ¼ 0.0 fs and Δt ¼ 1.3 fs. Outlines of the nanostructure
(white) and of a circular beam attenuator (green) that suppresses
most of the excitation spot reflection and scattering are shown.
(e) Spatial contrast curve as a function of the time delay and (f) a
zoom into the temporal overlap region. (g) Reconstructed tem-
poral envelopes (bottom) from measurements at output port A
(green solid line) and B (red dashed line) are shown for a pulse
separation of Δt ¼ 22.7 fs [black open circle in (e)] together with
a quasi-3D representation of the input field (top).
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(emission from A at Δt ¼ 0.0 fs) and 5(d) (emission from
B at Δt ¼ 1.3 fs). A video showing the alternating routing
as a function of time delay and a discussion of the spatial
contrast curve shape can be found in the Supplemental
Material [26].
To illustrate further potential of polarization-shaped

pulses, we now consider time delays comparable to the
bandwidth-limited pulse length. A quasi-3D representation
of the excitation pulse for the delay of Δt ¼ 22.7 fs is
shown in Fig. 5(g). The pulse was simulated by using
measured spectra and a zero spectral phase for the
x-polarized pulse as well as a 22.7-fs linear spectral phase
for the y-polarized pulse and is approximately linearly
polarized with orientation evolving from x to −45∘ and
finally to y polarization. Feeding this pulse into the nano-
scale directional coupler results in output pulses as shown in
the lower panel in Fig. 5(g): The temporal evolution of the
emission in output port B follows the projection of the
polarization onto the −45∘ axis, whereas in output port A it
follows the projection onto the þ45∘ axis. Consequently,
output port A emits a closely spaced double pulse.
In conclusion, we successfully demonstrate experimental

ultrafast spatial and spatiotemporal coherent control of
plasmon propagation in a nanoscale directional coupler by
exploiting the interference of well-characterized multiple
eigenmodes, thus realizing light guidance [8] and femto-
second energy localization at the nanoscale [7] without the
use of learning algorithms. Our results show the potential
and importance of coherent control in the design and
operation of plasmonic nanocircuitry. Furthermore, our
findings open an interesting route to femtosecond pump-
probe experiments on the nanoscale [39]. The demonstrated
coherent control of spatial-temporal emission character-
istics can be further improved by using a polarization pulse
shaper [35] providing access to arbitrary output pulse
patterns limited only by the excitation pulse bandwidth.
By changing the branching position of the nanoscale
directional coupler, its function can be adapted, e.g., to
achieve switching using circularly polarized light.
Reciprocity implies that a carefully selected superposition
of near-field modes, excited at the two output ports, can
drive the linear input antenna such that it radiates any far-
field polarization state. Moreover, the nanoscale directional
coupler can be extended to a nanointerferometer, which
might enable probing, e.g., quantum optical properties of
single plasmons [40] or phase differences in plasmonic
systems induced by optical nonlinearities [41,42].
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